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H1 JUNCTIONS 10 - 15 

SUPPLEMENT TO SPECIALIST REPORT ON ARCHAEOLOGY' 
[BUCKINGHAMSHIRE] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This alist 
Report on 
November 1994. It has written in the light of studies 
undertaken since preparation of the draft report in September 
1994. 

Analysis of the results of evaluation undertaken during 1994 
and preparation of the full report are still in progress. The 
post-fieldwork studies are, nevertheless, sufficiently 
advanced to facilitate assessment of the archaeological value 
of the sites concerned and the significance of the effect of 
the proposals, as well as to propose appropriate mitigation 
strategies. These matters are addressed in this report. 

Of the fourteen sites initially requiring evaluation by means 
of test pits and/or trial trenching, nine (sites 20, 21, 24, 
25, 26, 27, 29, 30 and 33) were fully evaluated according to 
the terms of the brief set by the County Archaeologist. Three 
(sites 22, 31 and 32) were not evaluated due to difficulties 
of access, one ( site 28) was only partly evaluated owing to 
problems in gaining access to part of the area concerned, and 
one (site 23) was not evaluated as modifications to the 
widening proposals meant that the area concerned was no longer 
affected. 
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2. THE RESULTS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVALUATION 

2.1. SITES EVALUATED BY TEST PITS AND fOR TRIAL TRENCHES 

SITE: A 
SITE No: 20 CAS No: 5887 FIELD NO: 1032 
FIG NO: 4. 9 
DESCRIPTION: Prehistoric flint assemblage, south of Caldecotte 
Farm, Woolstone-cum-willen. 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: 
Fieldwalking had identified a scatter of 21 struck flints of 
probable late Neolithic! Bronze Age date, extending over a 
distance of some 140m. Two other prehistoric sites lie outside 
fi""ld 1032, but close to the northern boundary (CAS 138"' and 
2050); both of these are ring ditches identified from aerial 
photographs, and both are associated with other linear 
features, undated but probably prehistoric. 

Test pitting was undertaken. Twelve test pits were dug, 
yielding eleven undiagnostic pieces of flint debitage from the 
ploughsoil and subsoil. There did not appear to be any 
particular concentration of material. 

The flint does not appear to be related to any sub-surface 
,,�� .. ,,�=� ",nn r"h", ,1

"
1 densitv is relativelv low It is 

considered that the material most likely represents "of f-site" 
activity (ie low-level exploitation of resources, perhaps over 
a very long period of time) rather than settlement. 

VALUE: low 

MITIGATION MEASURE: no action 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: Minor adverse 
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SITE: B 
SITE No: 21 CAS NO: 1386 FIELD NO: 1033 
FIG No: 4. 10 

DESCRIPTION: Prehistoric flint assemblage, southeast of Willen 
Road overbridge, east of Tongwell. 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: Field walking revealed four 
struck flints, thought to be of late neolithic/ early Bronze 
Age date, in a field containing a ring ditch and a rectangular 
enclosure (CAS 1386) 

Six test pits were excavated. No further artefacts were found, 
or any trace of archaeological deposits. 

VALUE: low 

MITIGATION MEASURE: no action 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: minor adverse 
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SITE: E 
SITE NO: 24 
FIG No: 4. 10 - 4. 11 
DESCRIPTION: Prehistoric 
Ouse at Hartigan's Pit 

CAS No: 2553 

ritual landscape south of River Great 

... T ..... �DV/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: 
Aerial photograph evidence shows the presence of at least S1X 
ring-ditches, as well as traces of three rectilinear 
enclosures and other linear features, and a probable relict 
palaeochannel. The proximity of the present river course and 
the palaeochannel suggested that there was a possibility of 
further features being masked beneath alluvium. The ring 
ditches are monuments which are characteristic of the gravel 
terraces along the sides o f  the Ouse (Field 1974) . They 
represent the remains of funerary monuments (barrows), dating 
mostly to the Early Bronze Age. Despite the destructive effect 
of ploughing, which has in most instances removed all traces 
of the eart-.hworks above ground, the ditch (which provided 
material for the earthen mound, or barrow) and the interred 
remains often survive, along with palaeoenvironmental and 
other evidence. Settlement sites are rare in the Ouse valley, 
and ring ditches constitute by far the greatest surviving body 
of evidence for the late Neolithic IEarly Bronze Age in this 
region. The Mill Farm gravel quarry is immediately adjacent to 
the site; previously, proposals to extend the quarry area have 
been modified in order to preserve the entire group in situ. 

One of the ring ditches, and an adjacent enclosure, are 
affected by the proposals. Geophysical survey confirmed the 
evidence of air photographs for the ring ditch, and what was 
poss ibly a ditch belonging to the adjacent enclosure was also 
faintly visible. Weak, pit-like anomalies were also recorded 
(perhaps representing settlement activity contemporary with 
the ring ditches). 

A programme of test pitting and trial trenching was 
undertaken. The affected ring ditch was sectioned in two • 1 0, , .... rl "  A�, p.Laces anu Lfie U.L\..<.:1l wuo '-V""� LV �" "1-' • 
deep. The trial trench crossed the ring ditch to one side of 
the centre. The two ditch sections were 14m apart, but the 
diameter of the ring ditch is likely to be nearer l6m. A 
cremation was found within the ring ditch; this was in an oval 
pit 0.73 x 0. 55 and 0. 34m deep. As it was not centrally 
located within the ring ditch it may have been a secondary 
interment. Another ditch, some thirty metres southwest of the 
ring ditch, was also examined. This appears to be the 
enclosure ditch visible on aerial photographs. No dating 
material was recovered. 

very few arteId<.:L8 were found at any stage of the assessment. 
It would therefore seem that the complex of features 
represents a ritual/funerary landscape, and associated 
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settlement evidence may lie beyond the area affected. 

VALUE: High 

MITIGATION MEASURE: Preservation in situ 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: substantial adverse 
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SITE: F 
SITE No: 25 

FIG No; 4. 11 

CAS No : 5882 FIELD NO: 1056, 1058,' 
1059, 1075, 1076 

DESCRIPTION: Artefacts and features of prehistoric, Iron Age, 
Romano-British, Saxon and medieval date on N bank of river 
Ouse, W of Mill Farm 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: 

These fields are affected both by the proposed motorway 
widening and by the re-routing of the Gayhurst - Haversham 
road. Fields 1075, 1076 and 1058 are situated on the 
southwestern side of the motorway, fields 1056 and 1059 on the 
northeastern side. 

Field 1075. Romano-British, Saxon and Medieval pottery were 
recovered during fieldwalking. Magnetometry demonstrated the 
presence of a complex of annular and rectilinear features. 

Several features were recorded during trial trenching. A 
curving gully, containing late Iron Age/ early Romano-British 
material, is part of one of the annular features recorded by 
the survey, and represents the outer edge of a 
circ . This form of structure is characteristic of 

intercutti 
ditches, pits and stakeholes was present; these 
from the late Iron Age to (probably) the Saxon period, 
although the Late Iron Age material appears to be predominant 
within the area sampled_ A ",milll quantity of flint, including 
a neolithic flint arrowhead, was also recovered. 

Field 1076. Flint, Roman, Saxon and Medieval pottery were 
found during fieldwalking. Trial trenching was undertaken here 
in order to determine whether the sites in fields 1056 and 
1075 were one continuous site. No evidence was recovered apart 
from traces of ridge and furrow and a modern gully believed to 
be associated with the forlTlF'r ,, "' ''  of the field as a campsite 
for workers involved in construction of the motorway. The site 
in field 1075 does not appear to extend into this field. 

Field 1058. Only a small area, in the northern corner, was 
fie1dwalked. SUbsequent modifications to the proposals for the 
re-routing of the Gayhurst-Haversham road did not affect this 
fi�ld and it was not examined further. It is possible, 
however, that the site in field 1075 may extend into 1058. 

Field 1056. Magnetometry revealed a number of features 
including ditches, some of which possibly formed the corner of 
an 
intercutting Romano-British tches, some of which seem to 
represent several phases of an enclosure boundary. Other minor 
features were found. The majority of the artefacts recovered 
appeaL Lo date to the first century AD. The evidence indicates 
the presence of a settlement site, probably a farmstead. This 
site appears to be spatially distinct from that in field 1075. 
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Field 1059: Unabraded Roman pottery waS noted in this field 
during initial reconna�ssance, ana a moueraLe�� Y�"Q= a�u��=� 

of flint, probably late Neolithic/ Bronze Age in date, was ' 

recovered during fieldwalking, but nO anomalies were 
discovered during geophysical survey. The field was trial 
trenched in order to check whether features and arteI�cLs from 
ad jacent sites in fields 1056 and 1075 extended into 1059. NO 
significant features were found. 

The features in fields 1056 and 1075 are clearlY o� �nterest. 
There appear to be two distinct areas of settlement, perhaps 
indicating a shift in the focus of activity, with the Iron Age 
evidence concentrated around field 1075, and the early Romano
British evidence concentrated around field 1056. Such examples 
of settlement shift are not uncommon. The apparent absence of 
late Romano-British activity may simply be a reflection of the 
small proportion of the site sampled; alternatively it may be 
due to site abandonment associated with changes in land-tenure 
patterns and/or the growth of the town of Magiovinium. Other 
sites in the Milton Keynes area (such as Cotton valley and 
Wolton) were also abandoned late in the first century (Mynard 
1987, 9). 

The geophysical evidence, together with that from the trial 
trenching, suggests that a substantial site is involved. The 
features in field 1075 are particularly well-defined and their 
archaeological value is high; this area of predominantly Iron 
Age activity, which includes evidence for the remains of 
domestic buildings, is at particular risk from the proposals. 

VALUE: Medium 

MITIGATION MEASURE: Consider modification of Gayhurst -
Haversham road re-alignment . 

., ...... " ... " V" �L L �� • 
adverse (1075) 
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SITE: G 
SITE No: 26 
FIG No: 4.11 
DESCRIPTION: 

south of Hoo 

CAS NO: 5856 FIELD No: 1059 

Late neolithic/ Bronze Age flint assemblage from 
Wood, Gayhurst park 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: A moderately dense scatter 
of f lint, mostly with late neolithic/ Bronze age 
characteristics, was recovered during fieldwalking. One item, 
an obliquely blunted point, was probably mesolithic. 

A series of test pits was excavated. No further artefacts were 
found. One test pit contained two linear cut features, 
probably ditches/ gullies, orientated east-west. Both were 
undatable and of unknown function. 

VALUE: nil 

MITIGATION MEASURE: No action 

SlGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: n il 
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SITE: H 
SITE No: 27 CAS No: 5869 "-�-,,.u1J NO: lUbl, lU.,", 
FIG No: 4.11 

DESCRIPTION: Romano-British and medieval pottery assemblages, 
N of HOO Wood. 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: Fieldwalking had revealed an 
�rt-c-F� .... " sc .. t-t-cr .... �n";"t-_;na of a small area with Romano-
British material partly overlapping with an area conta� 
medieval material. Subsequently geophysical survey indicated 
the presence of small pit-like anomalies, although some of 
these may have been due to buried objects rather than 
archaeological features. 

Test-pits and trial trenches revealed evidence for earlier 
episodes of burning, as well as tree-throw holes. These 
perhaps are related to woodland clearance. There were no other 
features which could be convincingly identified as being 
archaeological. 

There was evidence for disturbance during the original 
motorway construction. 

VALUE: low 

MITIGATION MEASURE: No action 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: Minor adverse. 
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SITE: J 

ST'I'F. No: 29 CAS No: 5943 FIELD No: 1071 

FIG No: 4.11 

DESCRIPTION: Area of high magnetic susceptibility near to 
possible Roman Road, Gayhurst Wood 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: Four test pits were 
excavated in an area of enhanced magnetic susceptibility. The 
stratigraphy revealed in the pits was consistent with 
, -. ;t-_ i nn �,,�� 1 i ",ci bv the 1 ��", that the area had been a 
pond until some 20 years ago. 

The area does not appear to be of any archaeological 
significance 

VALUE: nil 

MITIGATION MEASURE: no action 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: nil 
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SITE: K 
CAS No: 5870 FIELD No: 1078, 1080 

DESCRIPTION: Earthworks and finds scatter at Tathall End 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: The site is affected by the 
proposed re-routing of the Gayhurst - Manslope road. A 
substantial area of earthworks was noted in field 1080 during 
the stages of assessment. Pottery, possibly of medieval 

a scatter of stone from a building, were 
in field 107 . 

The earthworks consist of a hOllow-way and other features 
which are difficult to interpret on the basis of their 
morphology. Some of the features close to the northern edge of 
the field , where there is a stream, appear as a series of 
ponds. Other features closer to the hollow-way are more 
reminiscent of building platforms. There is prominent ridge 
and furrow to the south of the hollow-way, but there is no 
trace on the opposite, northern, side. The fieldnames Abbey 
Close and Abbey Meadows (field 1078) recorded in 1779 imply a 
monastic association, but there is no documentation to support 
this. The fieldnames may simply signify ecclesiastical 
ownership. Geophysical survey revealed a pit-like anomaly and 
very weak hints of linear features in 1078; in 1080 
resistivity survey was undertaken, but apart from showing old 
field boundaries there was generally little response from the 
earthworks area. 

Twenty-two test-pits and two small hand-dug trenches were 
excavated amongst the earthworks in field 1080. The 
identifiable pottery was predominantly post-medieval, and may 
have resulted from manuring of the field rather than activity 
in situ. It therefore seems unlikely that any of the features 
represent settlement. It seems probable that many of the 
earthwork features in the field are the results of quarrying 
limestone. Limestone beds were encountered just belOW the 
ground surface in many of the test pits. 

In field 1078, test-pits and trial trenches revealed a few 
features largely undated, one of which was a of 

predate a layer of hill-wash, but was otherwise undatable. 

The most significant discovery in field 1078 was a cemetery. 
Five grave cuts were recorded within the area examined, of 
which three were excavated and found to contain adult extended 
inhumations orientated east-west. No datable artefacts were 
recovered, other than a single sherd of Romano-British pottery 
from one of the grave fills which may possible be intrusive, 
although a Romano-British date would not be inconsistent with 
the very limited data. A radiocarbon date is being sought. The 
pathology was of some interest in that two of the three 
individuals had osteoarthritio of the elbow. 

The exten't of the cemetery is not known. No burials were 
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present in the trial trench excavated to the south of the 
burials. The pathological similarities of the individuals 
buried in it may indicate that this was the cemetery of a 
family group. 

VALUE: low (field 1080); moderate (field 1078) 

MITIGATION MEASURE: ?? Watching brief (1080); excavation 
(1078) 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: moderate adverse (1080); Substan tial 
adverse (1078) 
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SITE: N 
CAS No: 2051 FIELD NO: 1099 SITE No: 33 

FIG NO: 4.12 
DESCRIPTION: possible Roman Road, Salcey Green. 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: The site of a section of 
Roman Road proposed by the "Viatores". The basis for the 
Viatores identification is not clear. There were no surface 
indications, and no anomalies on the geophysical survey. 

A single 30m trial trench was excavated, crossing the supposed 
road aliqnment. No trace of the road was found, or of any 
other archaeological feature. 

VALUE: nil 

MITIGATION MEASURE: no action 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: nil 
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2.2. SITES REQUIRING FURTHER EVALUATION 

The following sites were 
site 28, not fully evaluated) of aCcess. 

lUTE: C 
CAS No: 2052 FIELD No: 1036 SlTE No: 22 

FIG No: 4.10 
DESCRIPTION: Evidence from aerial photography and geophysics 

Romano-British in 
between Willen Road and A422 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: 
Aerial photography and the results of geophysical survey have 
revealed a palimpsest of features, including annular and 
rectilinear features. Substantial settlement, probably of more 
than one period, is indicated; some of the features suggest an 
Iron Age or Romano-British date. 

Due to access difficulties, the proposed programme of trial 
trenching has beRn postponed. 

VALUE: Unknown 

MITIGATION MEASURE: Evaluation 

SIGNIFlCANCE OF EFFECT: Unknown [This appears to be a 
substantial site] 
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SITE: I 
SITE No: 28 

FIG No: 4.11 

CAS No: 4841 FIELD No: 1063, 1064, 
1068 

DESCRIPTION: Ovoid enclosure (settlement site) and Romano
British pottery assemblage, west of Gayhurst Park. 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: Fieldwalking revealed a 
scatter of Romano-British pottery and building material 
(including tile) in field 106B. Geophysical survey indi�ated a 
clearly defined site with ditches and other features, 
including an ovoid enclosure, within which was part of a 
circular enclosure, and other features. Magnetic anomalies 
were also noted in 1063. 

The proposed programme of test-pitting and trial trenching was 
only partly executed, owing to difficulties in getting access 
to part of the site. The area of the enclosures has not 
therefore been examined at this stage. 

Test-pits within 1064, a small area of woodland, yielded 
moderate quantities of Romano-British and medieval pottery. 

The area trial-trenched in field 106B revealed a number of 
no-Br·tish date which ielded 

reasonably large quantities of pottery, suggesting the close 
proximity of settlement. The ditches themselves appear to 
represent field systems, probably of more than one phase. 
There ,,,erc nO other features, wh; <ch again suggests that the 
main focus of settlement is outside the area trenched, perhilps 
in the unexplored area of the enclosure 

VALUE: Moderate/ unknown 

MITIGATION MEASURE: Excavation! evaluation 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: [unqualifi8rl) adverse 
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SITE: L 
SITE NO: 31 CAS No: 5884 FIELD No: 1086 
FIG No: 4.12 
DESCRIPTION: Flints, Roman and medieval pottery assemblage and 
geophysical anomalies, S of Yew Tree Farm 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: A small assemblage of 
Neolithic/Bronze Age flintwork, Romano-British and medieval 
pottery was recovered during fieldwalking. Geophysical survey 
indicated enhanced magnetic susceptibility and a few weak 
magnetometer anomalies. 

Trial trenching has been postponed owing to access 
difficulties. 

VALUE: Unknown 

MITIGATION MEASURE: Evaluation 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: Unknown 



SI�; M 
SITE No: 32 CAS NO; 4769/1633 FIELD NO: 1089 
FIG No: 4.12 
DESCRIPTION: Romano-British settlement, southwest of 
Litt1ewood Farm. 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: The remains of a substantial 
Roman building, with pottery, tesserae and tile is located in 
this field over an area of at least 80 x 80m. This is probably 
the site of an extensive Romano-British farmstead. The main 
focus of activity appears to be outside the widening corridor; 
however, several sherds of Romano-British pottery were ' 

recovered during fie1dwalking. There are also medieval 
earthworks on the opposite side of the motorway. 

Trial trenching was postponed as the landowner was unable to 
allow a suitable period of access 

VALUE: Unknown 

MITIGATION MEASURE: Evaluation 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: ?Minor adverse 
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2.3. SITES NO LONGER AFFECTED BY PROPOSALS 

SITE: D 
SITE No: 23 CAS No: FIELD NO: 1037 
FIG NO: 4.10 
DESCRIPT10N: Geophysical anomaly east u[ Blakel�nds nenr 
Tongwell Brook, Newport Pagnell 

SUMMARY/ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE: 
Further investigation unnecessary owing to relocation of 
proposed balancing pond; site no longer affected by proposals. 

VALUE: Unknown 

MITIGATION MEASURE: nil 

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT: nil 
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SUMMARY AND VALUE OF SITES ADJACENT TO THE MOTORWAY 

SITE FIELD DESCRIPTION VALUE 

2() l!l32 Prehistoric flint assemblage, south of Caldec"tte Farm luw 

21 1033 Prehisturic flint assemblage, south east of Willen Road low 
overbridge 

22 1036 Settlement, possibly Iron Age/Roman()-British, between Will en unkno...,.n 
Road and A422 

23 l!l37 Geophysical anomaly, cast of Blakelands, near Tongwell Brook, (nnknown) 
(No longer affeeled by proposals) 

24 1053 Prehi.toric ritual landscape, ,ollth of River Greal OllSC high 
25 1056 iron Age and Romano-British sclUenlents, west of Mill Farm medium 

26 1059 Prehisloric flint assemblage, sOllth of H!)o Wood, Gayhurst nil 

27 1062 Romano-British & medieval pottery a",cmblagc low 

2i\ 1068 Settlement endosuTc, Iron Age. and Rom�mo-British features, moderate/ 
west of Gayhursl Park (part evalllated) unknown 

29 1071 Area of high magnetic su.eeptibility, (,ayhllrsl Wood nil 

30 lOSt) Earthwork., finds and cemetery, Tathall End low/moderate 

31 1079 Prehistoric flint, Roman and medieval pottery assemblage and unknown 
geophysical anomalies, ,ollth of Yew Tree Parm 

32 H1R9 R()Illano-British settlement, south west or Littlewood Farm unknown 

33 1099 Possible Roman Road, Salcey Green 'nil: 
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SUMMARY OF EFFECTS ON EVALUATION SITES 

SITE DESCRIPTION 
NO. 

20 Prehistoric flint ."emblage, south of Caldccotte Farm 

21 Prehistoric flint as.,emblagc, south-e .. ,t of Willen Road 
overbridge 

24 Prehistoric rilu.l landscape south of River Great Ou,e 

25 Iron Age and Romano-British settlements west of Mill Farm 

26 Prehistoric nint a<snn,hl"ge. south of Hoo GayhuTSt 

27 Romano-British and medieval pottery assemblages, north of 
Hoo Wood, Gayhu"t 

28 Settlement enclosure and Iron Age and Romano-British 
features, west of Gayhurst Park 

29 Arca of high magnetic. Gayhurst Wood 

33 ru�:silJle R011l�m Road, Sulcey Green 

20 

VALUE 

low 

low 

higl] 

medium 

low 

low 

moderate/ 
unknown 

nil 

moderate 

nil 

SIGNIFICANCE 
OFEFFECfS 

Minor adverse 

Minor adverse 

Substantial 
adverse 

Moderate/ 
signifi�l.nt 
adverse 

Nil 

MinoT adverse 

[Unqualified] 
adverse 

Nil 

substantial 
adverse 

Nil 
I 



PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES FOR BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 

SITE COMMENTS EVALUATION VALUE MITIGATION 
NO. STAGE MEASURE 

20 Prehistoric !lint ,,�<emblage, south of Caldecotlc Test pits low No action 
• ,'arm 

21 Prchistoric !lint 'lssemblage, south-east of Willen Test pit.' low No action 
Ro"d overbridgc 

24 Prehistoric ritual landscape south of River Great Test piL' & high Preservation 
Ouse trcnched in situ 

25 Iron Age and Romano-British settlements west of Trenched medium Modification of 
Mill Farm re-alignment 

26 Prehistoric nint assemblage, south of Hoo Wood, Test pits nil No action 
Gayhmst 

27 Romano-British and medieval pottery Tc,t pits low No action 
as!\emblagcs, north of Huo Wood, Gayhurst 

28 Settlemcnt enclosnre and Iron Age and Rom.no- Test piL' & moderate! Excavation/ 
British featurcs, west of Gayhnrst Park trenched unknown evaluation 

(�val nation 
incomplete) 

29 Area of high magnetic susceptibility, Gayhnrst T",t pits nil No action 
Wood 11 

30 t::arthworks, IInd, and eemetcry at Tathall End -rest pil' & lowl Watching brief! 
trcllched moderate excavation 

33 Po,,-,ible Roman Road, Salcey Green Trcnched nil No action 
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